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HUNTING GROUNDS FOR JACOBI TRANSITIONSAND HYPERDEFORMATIONS�B. Herskinda, G. Benzonib, J.N. Wilsona, T. DøssingaG.B. Hagemanna, G. Slettena, C. Rønn Hansena, D.R. JensenaA. Braob, F. Camerab, S. Leonib, P. Masonb, O. WielandbA. Maj, M. Brekiesz, M. Kmieik, H. Hübeld, P. BringeldA. Neusserd, A.K. Singhd, R.M. Diamonde, R.M. ClarkeM. Cromaze, P. Fallone, A. Görgene, I.Y. LeeeA.O. Mahiavellie, D. Warde, F. Hannahif , A. KorihifA. Lopez-Martensf , T. Byrskig, D. Curieng, P. Bednarzyk;gJ. Dudekg, H. Amroh, W.C. Mah, J. Lislei, S. ØdegårdjC. Petrahek, D. Petrahek, T. Steinhardtl, and O. Thelenla The Niels Bohr Institute, University of Copenhagen, Denmarkb Dipartimento di Fisia, Universitá di Milano, and INFN, Italy The H. Niewodniza«ski Institute of Nulear Physis, 31-342 Kraków, Polandd ISKP, University of Bonn, Germanye Nulear Siene Devision, LBNL, Berkeley CA 94720, USAf CSNSM, IN2P3/CNRS, F-91405 Orsay, Franeg IReS, IN2P3/CNRS, F-67037 Strasbourg, Franeh Department of Physis, University of Mississippi, Mississippi, USAi Shuster Laboratory, University of Manhester, UKj Department of Physis, University of Oslo, Norwayk Dipartimento di Fisia, Universitá di Camerino, I-62032 Camerino (MC), Italyl IKP, University of Cologne, Germany(Reeived February 10, 2003)In reent attempts to searh for exoti shapes, hyperdeformation (HD), andJaobi transitions in Hf, Ba, Xe, Sn and Nd nulei, ridge strutures presumablyoriginating from nulei of very elongated shapes have been observed in 126Ba,with Gammasphere (GS) and in 126Xe, with Euroball-IV (EB-IV). After thepromising results from GS, a seond experiment in 126Ba followed at EB-IV,taking advantage of the use of the BGO Inner Ball (IB) for seleting the highestspins. The deay of the Giant Dipole Resonanes (GDR) is also studied, andthe analysis in progress. The Quasi-ontinuum transitions in the Jaobi region,show a signi�ant derease in energy for both 126Ba and 126Xe, ompared to theThomas�Fermi- and the LSD model preditions. Similar e�ets were reentlyfound for other nulei by Ward et al.PACS numbers: 21.60.�n, 21.10.Re, 27.60.+j� Presented at the XXXVII Zakopane Shool of Physis �Trends in Nulear Physis�,Zakopane, Poland, September 3�10, 2002.(2467)



2468 B. Herskind et al.1. IntrodutionThe predition of hyperdeformation(HD) [1℄ at high angular momentumhas posed important questions about the limits of stability in extremelyelongated nulei, whih has not been experimentally answered to satisfationyet. After the disovery of the superdeformation (SD) in 152Dy by PeterTwin and ollaborators in 1986 [2℄, and the suesses of the rih spetrosopyin the seond well in several mass regions developed the following years,the on�dene in the model preditions also for HD grew. Thus, one ofthe primary goals of building the � 10 % e�ient -detetor arrays, i.e.Euroball (EB) and Gammasphere (GS) was to �nd- and investigate HDon�gurations. Several unsuessful attempts were made in the rare earthregion, whih looked most promising from the early preditions i.e. 168Yb[3℄, and 166;168Hf. Several other interesting results ame out from disretespetrosopy of those nulei, whih formed a good part of 2 thesis projets[4, 5℄. It beame apparent that more work was needed to understand thepopulation and deay mehanisms of extremely deformed strutures in orderto be able to hoose the best andidates, in addition to further develop thesensitivity of the instruments as well as new analysis tehniques.The enhanement of the population of individual SD states over theequivalent normally deformed (ND) states in the same nuleus for a givenspin in the feeding region is observed to be as high as a fator of 10. Itwas shown by simulation alulations in 1987 [6℄ that this enhanement wasdue to two equally important fators, the ratio of level densities �SD=�ND� 3, and the splitting on the Giant Dipole Resonane (GDR) built on theSD states. The latter results in a low-lying omponent enhaning the E1transition probability by a fator of� 3. These numbers refer to 152Dy wherethe intensity of the SD yrast band is � 1 %, the yrast rossing USD=UND� 54 ~ and the �ssion limit for the residual nuleus, Lres � 64 ~.When the same simulation ideas are applied to the population of statesin the predited HD potential in 168Yb, one �nds an intensity of the yrastHD band of � 10�5, assuming an yrast rossing at I = 78 ~ and Lres =65 ~. It also shows that the sensitivity to the �ssion limit is very important.If Lres were hanged to 75 ~ then the intensity of the HD-yrast populationwould inrease � 50 times. Therefore, a few units higher spin input tothe residual nuleus may be essential. Sine the reation hannels with alow multipliity of evaporated partiles lead on average to the population ofstates with higher spin, the use of a 2n reation might be advantageous overe.g. a 4n reation, even though the ross setion is in general lower.



Hunting Grounds for Hyperdeformation 2469It is also important to fous on nulei whih show a pronouned HDminimum with an yrast rossing signi�antly below the Lres. Suh nulei areonly found in the mass 130 region, where the spin range of Jaobi transitionsare known to be the largest [10, 11℄. We have therefore lately foused ourattention on the heaviest Xe, Ba and Nd nulei whih an be produed ratherold by semi-symmetri reations.2. Theoretial expetations2.1. Shell model estimatesWe have systematially used the Ultimate Cranker ode (UC) originallybuilt by Bengtsson [7℄, and later modi�ed by Bengtsson [8℄ to �nd the mostpromising ases, looking for stable HD potentials over several neighboringnulei, and an yrast rossing at reasonably aessible spin values, I = 68�82 ~. 2.2. Fission limits and Jaobi transitionsThe reent Lublin-Strasbourg-Drop(LSD) model by Pomorski and Dudek[9℄ has been extremely useful in many ways, showing the expeted Jaobitransition region very learly, and the development of the liquid drop poten-tial as a funtion of spin, until it has no barrier toward �ssion. Examplesare shown in Fig. 1 for 126Ba, 126Xe, 144Nd and 168Hf, for spins where theJaobi minimum still is stable for the 3 �rst ases, in ontrast to the ase of168Hf where the nuleus jumps diretly from normal deformation to �ssionwithout any Jaobi stability. This striking di�erene is also in aordanewith the early estimates of Cohen, Plasil and Swiateki [10℄. We believethat the Jaobi stability alulated for 126Ba, 144Nd and 126Xe is very im-portant for the population dynamis, sine these potentials are valid also atmuh higher temperatures, where the population takes plae, and the Jaobitransition may work as a gateway to lower lying disrete strutures.2.3. The GDR strength funtions at high spinIt is possible to make a simple estimate of the shape of the GDR strengthfuntions as a funtion of spin. The expeted GDR shapes are shown for 6typial spin values in Fig. 2 overing the Jaobi transition region (3 lowestpanels, 50, 60, 68 ~ and 3 middle panels, 68, 70, 72 ~). They are weightedby a Boltzmann fator over temperature, and alulated on the basis of theliquid drop potentials as those shown in Fig. 1, for the given spins, using theexpression:
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Fig. 1. Liquid drop potentials alulated by the Pomorski�Dudek LSD model [9℄for 126Ba, 126Xe, 144Nd and 168Hf in the spin regions just below the �ssion limit.In the ase of 126Ba, the minimum of the barrier is extrated as a funtion of�2 os(+30Æ) for a wide region of spin values and shown in the upper-right panel.
fGDR =Xx;y fGDR(x; y) exp [(E �Eyrast)=T ℄ �3j sin(3)j : (1)Here fGDR is the GDR strength funtion, T the temperature at (x; y),and where x and y orrespond to �2 os( + 30Æ) and �2 sin( + 30Æ), re-spetively. The summation goes in the prolate to oblate sextant of the ��plane only. The sensitivity to the LSD potential surfaes is illustrated in the4 top panels, for spin I = 68 (left) and 72 ~ (right).The low lying omponent orresponding to osillations along the prolateaxis, toward �ssion, is getting well isolated from the other osillations whenapproahing the Jaobi region at I � 66�72 ~ as seen in Fig. 2. Two ofthe three Lorentzian strength funtions will atually be further split by anenergy 2 � ~! due to the fast rotation [17℄.
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Fig. 2. GDR Lorentzian strength funtions alulated for seleted spin values inthe middle and lower panels. The panels in the upper orners illustrate the shapeof the weighting funtions as a funtion of x and y, in the orresponding liquiddrop (LSD) surfaes on whih they are based, for I = 68 and 72 ~.3. Experimental searhes for HD in 126BaThe �rst attempt in the Ba region was made using the GS in Berkeley.The old fusion reation, 64Ni + 64Ni ) 128Ba with a bombarding energyof 261 MeV was used. At this energy, the 2n evaporation hannel leading to126Ba populated the highest spins the nuleus an aommodate, however,with a low ross setion orresponding only to 2% of the total fusion rosssetion. It was possible to suppress the bakground from the other reationproduts by a fator of 10 in the analysis by using the newly developedseletive �ltering tehnique [12℄. Furthermore, pure rotational orrelationsseleted by applying the equation: (Ex +Ey � 2Ez) = Æ, were sorted into arotational plane, (Ex; Ey) [13,14℄, with a thikness of Æ = 8 keV. This sele-tion of events ontaining 3 sequential transitions deviating less than � 4 keVfrom a pure rotational sequene with onstant moment of inertia, enhanedthe rotational strutures by an additional fator of 5. The result of thisDouble-Seletion Filter-Tehnique an be seen in Fig. 3 where ridges from



2472 B. Herskind et al.�warm� rotational bands in strongly deformed nulei are observed (upperurve in the right panel). The distane between the ridges, 4 � 52:5 keV,orresponds to a moment of inertia of 76 MeV�1 ~2 ompared to 41 MeV�1~2 for the normal states, as showed in the lower urve of Fig. 3. Searheswere also made for disrete strutures with large moment of inertia, withoutsuess.

Fig. 3. Left: The 2D Rotational Plane, for the 2n �ltered data. Right: Spetraof 126Ba for perpendiular uts aross the diagonal Ex = Ey of the rotationalplane (left), at 1440 � 142 keV for the 2n �ltered data (upper) and for the fulldatabase (lower). The 2n �ltered spetrum shows a ridge struture orrespondingto a moment of inertia almost twie that extrated from the full dataset. A veryweak glimpse of the ridge struture an also be seen in the 2D spetrum to the left.This led us to make a renewed e�ort with Euroball-IV, equipped witha BGO inner ball (IB) for deteting the -fold distributions, 8 large BaF2detetors (HECTOR) for deteting high-energy -rays from the deay ofGiant Dipole Resonanes, and 4 fast BaF2 trigger detetors to ensure that apossible neutron disrimination ould be used when needed. We �rst studiedexitation funtions for the two reations, 64Ni + 64Ni ) 126Ba + 2n and64Ni + 65Cu ) 126Ba + p2n to ensure that the absolutely highest spinregion in 126Ba was populated. The �nal experiment was arried out with255 MeV 64Ni + 64Ni, whih in a spin window I � 64�74 ~ populates the 2nreation hannel rather leanly when a ombination of 2n-�ltering and highfold gating was applied.When the fold seletion is applied di�erentially to spetra with highresolution, it is possible to determine quite aurately the dependene of thedi�erent evaporation hannels on fold. This is illustrated in Fig. 4. Thehighest meaningful di�erential fold is 28, orresponding to a -multipliityof � 40. Pile-up of two reations in the target at the same time dominates at
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Fig. 4. Di�erential fold seleted spetra shown for inreasing fold. Note espeiallythat the lines from the �2n hannel extend over a wide fold range, 20�26 , endingup only 2 fold units below the 2n hannel.even higher folds. Fig. 4 shows that the 2n evaporation hannel populatesthe highest spin region and that the �2n hannel populates a region a fewunits of spin below. This is also true when gated by high-energy gammarays between 7 and 13 MeV, whih is surprising, sine the threshold forevaporating an extra �-partile in Ba is � 15 MeV and orresponds to 7-8E2 transitions along the yrast slope at high spin, or � 15 ~. The explanationmay be that there are two di�erent deay modes, one where all partilesare emitted before the E2 -deay takes plae in 122Xe, and another, moreinteresting one originating from the high spin tail of the �2n hannel, wherethe �-partile emission omes after a asade of E2 -rays through bandswith very large moments of inertia in 126Ba, perhaps of the Jaobi transitiontype. In this way the energy needed may be partially gained through these
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Fig. 5. Population and deay sheme for the ompound nuleus 128Ba populatedin the 64Ni + 64Ni reation at 261 or 255 MeV using a thin self-supporting target.It an be seen why the 2n hannel only an reah the region of the highest spin,espeially for the highest bombarding energy of 261 MeV. The possible senario ofa delayed �-deay from an unbound state after a E2 asade in the ontinuum withlarge moment of inertia is illustrated shematially.partiularly low energy E2 asade transitions with large moment of inertia.Furthermore, the Coulomb barrier may be lowered for �-emission from thetips of the elongated shape. This senario is shown in Fig. 5.When the fold seletion is applied di�erentially to Compton unfoldedspetra in the high energy region, it beomes possible to extrat a bumpof transitions from the highest spin region where the Jaobi transition mayour. The extrated energies are shown in Fig. 6, and ompared to thetheoretial preditions of Jaobi transitions from the LSD alulations andto alulations with the UC ode. The E-ontinuum points extrated fromthe highest spin region, are found below the giant bak-bend from the liquiddrop alulations [9℄. Similar e�ets have reently been observed by Wardet al. for nulei where Jaobi transitions also are expeted [16℄. The Jaobishape transition and also possible auses of the redued energy of the -transitions are disussed in great detail, and a general modi�ation of theThomas�Fermi model to aount for these e�ets is atually suggested [16℄.It is also appropriate to note that the given spin window just falls withinthe maximum angular momentum alulated on the basis of the Grazingmodel of Winther [18℄ prediting Lmax=76~ for the ompound nuleus 128Baat 250 MeV (mid target). Similar results are obtained by Rowley [19℄ with a3-barrier parametrization, used to �t the measured ross setion of the 64Ni+ 64Ni reation by Bekerman et al. [20℄.
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Fig. 6. Transition energies as a funtion of angular momentum. The ridge strutureobserved earlier in the Gammasphere experiment around 1440 keV with a slope of52.5 keV per E2-transition may be ompared to the predited HD transitions fromthe UC alulation.4. The experimental searh for HD in 126XeAs an be seen from Fig. 1, the liquid drop LSD potential of 126Xe is notexpeted to be very di�erent from that of 126Ba. Also the UC alulationshows that the HD potential beomes minimum at I = 70�71 ~ after beingtriaxial at I = 58�68 ~ with � = 0:4 and  = 30Æ. Potential energy surfaesare shown for the Jaobi transitional region for I = 68,71 and 78 ~ inFig. 7. The maximum angular momentum Lmax is alulated as a funtionof exitation energy by the Grazing ode [18℄ and the liquid drop yrast lineand �ssion barrier are again extrated from Ref. [9℄. This �ssion barrier

Fig. 7. Potential surfaes for I = 68; 71,78 ~ alulated by the UC model [7, 8℄.
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Fig. 8. Yrast diagram onstruted for 126Xe, based on models disussed in the text.in fat agrees very well with alulations using the model of Myers andSwiateki [11℄, as illustrated in the yrast diagram shown in Fig. 8. The mostfavorable L window for population of HD and Jaobi transitions is L = 70�75 ~, namely above the yrast rossing and below the �ssion limit for theresidual nuleus 126Xe.The experiment was made in Strasbourg in the summer of 2001 usingan almost omplete EB-IV equipped with the IB for fold seletion. Thereation used was 48Ca + 82Se ) 130Xe�, and an exitation funtion for the4n hannel was made to �nd that the highest fold distribution was observedfor a bombarding energy of 195 MeV.We were only able to obtain at most 1 pnA of 48Ca beam over the 6 daysof running, so the statistis obtained was less than antiipated. Howeverwe were able to see a promising ridge struture orresponding to a largemoment of inertia, 83 MeV�1 ~2 around 1360 keV. This an be ompared to76 MeV�1 ~2 around 1440 keV observed in the Ba ase.The same seletive analysis tehnique was used as in Ba. In this ase ro-tational planes were extrated as a funtion of fold higher than a given fold,simultaneously with a �ltering for the 4n hannel. Examples are shown inFig. 9. The very weak ridges in the left panel, with a distane of 4� 48 keVinrease very strongly for all the uts when seleted by fold = 25+higher.In ontrast the ridges orresponding to 4 � 110 keV for normally deformednulei derease signi�antly. It should be noted that the fold=25+higherseletion is the highest possible before pile-up e�ets beome dominant, likefor fold=30+higher in the Ba ase. However, the e�ieny of the fold olle-
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Fig. 9. Perpendiular uts aross the diagonals E1 = E2 of 2 di�erent rotationalplanes gated by fold=21+higher (left) and fold=25+higher(right), at (E1+E2)=2 =1360 keV for 4 di�erent width of the uts, 88, 120, 152, and 184 keV.tion is very di�erent in the Ba and Xe experiments, whih therefore an notbe ompared diretly. In the ase of Ba, only 3/4 of Ge+BGO was used dueto the mounting of the BaF2 in the forward hemisphere. In the Xe ase theIB was omplete and used separately. We estimate that the ridge struturesobserved in both ases ome from similar spin ranges. The grazing alu-lations show that the 48Ca indued reation used in the Xe ase, brings in� 6 ~ more to the ompound system than the old 64Ni indued reation,when bombarding energies of 195- and 255 MeV were used, respetively.This may ompensate for the angular momentum lost in the evaporation of2 additional neutrons before the highest spin region is reahed.

Fig. 10. Unfolded normalized spetra as a funtion of di�erential folds, 20,22,24 and26 showing the transition energies in the ontinuum at the highest spin obtained inthe present experiment on 126Xe. The isolated high energy bump has been Gauss�tted to give the energy and width as the example shown for f22. The results ofthe �ts are inluded in Fig. 11.



2478 B. Herskind et al.A searh for disrete HD bands was also made in 126Xe, by a new sensitivesearh routine developed by Jonathan Wilson. One very weak rotationalband struture was observed in the region 1340-1606 keV with an averagespaing between peaks of 33 keV, lose to the energies expeted from theUC alulations for the HD yrast band. However, the statistial signi�anewas only 2.31�, and the band has to be regarded as promising only, ratherthan true, for the time being. In this spirit it is shown together with theoverview of both expeted and observed transition energies in Fig. 11.

Fig. 11. Transition energies as a funtion of angular momentum. The ridge stru-ture observed in 126Xe around 1360 keV with a slope of 48 keV per E2-transitionmay be ompared to the predited HD transitions from the UC alulation, and tothe weak indiation of a disrete HD band disussed in the text. The spin valuesused for these points are our best estimates but may as well be several ~ di�erent.It also has been possible to isolate the transitions at the highest spin bydi�erential fold gating in a similar way as disussed for the Ba ase. Thisis shown in Fig. 10. The spetra are unfolded for Compton sattering andnormalized to fold+(higher folds), for fold 19, 21, 23, 25, 27. The spetrashown orrespond to the di�erene (fold+higher)-(fold+higher-2) ) ffold�1.The isolated high energy bumps are almost Gaussian shaped. Individual �tsgive the energy and width of the ontinuum states whih presumably arryinformation about the Jaobi transition region. The results are shown inFig. 11. The E-ontinuum points extrated from the highest spin regionin 126Xe, are seen to fall signi�antly below the giant bak-bend indiatedfrom the liquid drop alulations of [9℄ in a similar way as shown for 126Bain Fig. 6, and observed by Ref. [16℄. The observed ridge struture in 126Xe,as well as the promising indiation of a disrete HD band is also shownin Fig. 11. Although the statistial unertainty is not satisfatory, it maystill be used to give an indiation of where to look for more well developedstrutures.



Hunting Grounds for Hyperdeformation 24795. Summary and outlookThe analysis of the data obtained in the searhes for HD states in both126Ba and 126Xe, did not give any diret evidene for highly deformed dis-rete bands as predited by alulations. Still the results provide good per-spetives for extension of the experiments to obtain better statistis andthereby better sensitivity.The fat that ridge strutures with similar large moments of inertia havebeen observed in both nulei, most likely originating from the ontinuumin the Jaobi transition region, looks promising. The gate-way to the low-lying HD strutures will most probably go through these states. We antherefore expet that with just slightly higher sensitivity and a few timesbetter statistis, there is a good opportunity for improvements. In the ase of126Ba this already stimulated a new attempt with the Euroball over 4 weeksof beam-time. This experiment was performed in De. 2002 and Jan. 2003,and 2� 1 Terabyte of data were olleted, using 64Ni beam with 2 di�erentenergies of 255 and 261 MeV. The DIAMANT anillary detetor was usedfor deteting harged partiles in a 4 � geometry, not least to investigate theinteresting possibility mentioned earlier of delayed � emission (Fig. 6), afterpassing through E2 -asades with large angular momentum in the Jaobitransition region. More than 60 sientists made an ative ontribution tothis experiment, whih will be analyzed during 2003, in many di�erent waysby several of the 22 groups involved, independently.The observation of the ontinuum bump strutures at the very highestspin, with energies signi�antly lower than the preditions for the Jaobitransition [9,11℄, are well in aordane with similar e�ets observed reentlyin 91Nb, 108Cd, 140Nd and 168Yb [16℄.The observation of a trae of a disrete rotational band in 126Xe, witha statistial signi�ane of 2.3�, and well de�ned ridge strutures with alarge moment of inertia, 83 MeV�1 ~2 around 1360 keV in the same nuleus,also led to a renewed proposal for an experiment with GS at Argonne Na-tional Laboratory, where a muh more intense 48Ca beam an be obtainedto improve the statistis and seletivity in the experiment disussed above.This work was supported by the Danish Siene Foundation, by theBMBF, Germany, ontrat no. 06 BN 907, by the Polish Committee forSienti� Researh (KBN) Grant No. 2 P03B 118 22, by the EuropeanCommission ontrat EUROVIV, by INFN, and by DOE, USA, ontratnos. DE-AC03-76SF00098 and FG03-95ER40939.
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